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INTRODUCTION

Soil conditions for wind erosion control are quite different froia those

usually considered to be most desirable fcjr a good seed bed. On bare, unpro-

tected soil a rough, cloddy surface has proved most satisfactory for control-

ling erosion by %rlnd* Investigations have shown that the percentage of soil

particles gi'eater than O.S4 mm, in diameter is a simple index of wind erodi-

bility (1). The greater tiie percent larger tiian this sise, the less soil will

be lost l^y wind action. Thus a aajor aim in tillage operations for wind erosion

control is to form clods of sufficient siae to resist raoveaent by wind»

Probably the two most ±[!?)ortant factors influencing the clod siae dis-

tribution and surface conditions produced at tine of tillage for a particular

soil are moisture content and type of tillage action. This is especially texua

for medium and fine textured soils*

This stuify was initiated to yield information on these two factors in

relation to wind erosion control and to evaluate the effects of natural weathei^

Ing and subsequent tillage on the original clods farmed.

Objectives

The specific objectives of this study were: (l) to determine the effect

of soil moisture at time of tillage on the percentage of soil in clods and the

size distribution, (2) to evaluate the structural conditions produced by various

tillage equipment operating at th« aams speed, depth, and moisture content, (3)

to determine the influence of natural weathering and subsequent tillage on the

clods formed by the initial tillage operation, and U) to measure the crushing

resistance of field moist and air diy clods.



Review of Literature

Numerous investigations have been made on the factors that influence wind

erosion and its control. However, most are indirectly related to tiiis study of

controlled laoistui^ under field conditions.

Russell (6) stated that the influence of moisture content at \^ch a soU.

is worked on the aggregate structaore developed ty that working seems to have

bMn first studied by Vassilenko and Setzineky (1933), and Vilensiy and Gennonova

(1934) in the Ukraine. Russell also included 20 references of Russian investi-

gators dealing with the effects of cultivation on the stinicture of soils. The

author did not have access to these publications.

The most directly related study of soil moisture at time of tillage was

conducted by the Soil Research Laboratory at Swift Gurrent, Sask., Canada (7).

Besulte indicated that above certain moisture contents (6 to 9 percent for loam,

14 to 18 percent for clay) the degree of aggregation increased with moisture

content. Larger and denser clods v&re formed as iiie moisture content increased*

No information was given as to tillage in^ilements, but did state that both

laboratory and field studies were made.

Clod size distribution produced by various tillage implements have been

reported hy Woodruff and Chepil (8), Siddoway-'-, and Woodruff^ et.al. No effort

was made to control moisture in these studies*

Oole and Morgan (3) stated that there is less ptdverization of the soil ly

the Boldboard plow than with many other cultivating in?)lements, and that the

r. H, Siddoway, Annual Research Report. Western Section, Soil and Water
Cons. Res. Br., Agr. Res. Ser., U. S. Dept. Agr., Cooperative with Tetonia
Branch Agr. Exp, Sta., Univ. Idaho, 1956. (Unpublished)

TJoodruff et.al., "Residua Reduction by Various Types of Tillage J-Jaebinory,*
Wind Erosion Laboratory, Manhattan, Kansas, 1959. (Unpublished)



degree of rou^mess depends on the character of the soil and its ncisture content

when ploved. These stateioents are iwt substantiated by experiioental data.

Surprisingly enough for such a fundamental problem, there is very little

quantitative inforiaation available*

EXPEREfflNTAL I^TEBIALS

Th« Material and equipment iised In this study may be divided into three

classifications « (l) material necessary for effective field moisture control,

(2) equipment used In the tillage operation, and (3) soil processing equipment.

Moisture control material included black polyethylene of 4. ocp 6 mil thick-

ness, embossed aluminum roofing, 15-pound weight asphalt felt, and pressure

spraying equipment consisting of a small gasoline engine, a pressizre puap, and

a "J^foot spraying boom.

The initial tillage tools '.rere a staoadard 5-foot one-way disk with l&-inch

disk diameter on 9-inch centers, a 5-foot V-type subsurface sweep, and a 14-inch

^Mo bottom moldboard plow. The angle between the barrel of the disk and a line

perpendicular to the direction of travel was approximately 40 degrees. Subse-

quent tillage implements were a tandem disk and rotary hoe. The one-way disk

and subsurface sweep are shewn in Plate I.

Two rotary sieves, a clod-crusher sLown ia Plate II, and standard vet

sieving apparatus were used as soil processing equipment.

Some of the more iioportant soil physical properties are as folloira:

1. Mechanical composition j sand 19. 55^, silt 49.1$, clay 3l,U%.

2. Moisture holding capacily as determined by the pressure meofaraaa

method; field capacily 30^, permanent wUting point 14.5$.

3« Consistency constants; liquid limit 33%, plastic limit 21.6$.
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Fig* 1. Pivi»>foot oin»'i<wy disk
Tig, 2. Firo*foot V<»t3rp« waSbmaetmf
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GXPL&MTION (F PUTS II

Cantilever beam ^Ich is connected to strain indicating equipment to
aeasiire crushing resistance of the clods formed*



PLATE H
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FROGEXUBE

Xhe e^qperlment involved field plots statistically designed as a spliV

plot randomized con;)lete blocic* Main plots were 3 luoisture levels vaiying

from 8 to 25 percent replicated fovir times on a siltjjr clay loam. Each plot vas

15' X 30». Subplots, 10» X 15* , included three tillage treatments using three

different ia^lements described under experlj:nental materials*

The soil v&s pretreated by ciiltipacking to give approximately the aaiae bulk

densily and to level the surface*

To intercept direct rainfall, all but one of the plots vere covered with

black polyethylene plastic of 4 or 6 mils thickness as shown in Plate III*

Each 15' X 30' plot was covered with a 20» x 33' sheet of plastic* The sheets

were rolled on 2" x 2" x 20' lengths of pine to facilitate covering and un-

covering the areas. Loose soil and sand bags were used to anchor the covers

arotmd the sides and at the ends* Sheet gTumlr^nm attached to wooden fraimB

JBounted on wheels was vised to cover the remaining plot (Plate III, Fig* 1)*

Two frames, each covering an area 16' x 20' were constructed and placed end to

end to cover one plot. Each frame was rolled back over the adjoining plot when

it was necessary to uncover the area.

Surface runoff was diverted by constructing small berms with a tractor and

grader blade on the iqjslope sides and around the ends of the plots* Since a berm

on the downhill side will cause ponding of water during precipitation, it was

not constructed.

Fifteen-pound weight asphalt felt was placed vertically in a conmorcially

dug trench to a depth of one foot to prevent lateral ooTement of moisture from

the surrounding area (Plate III, Fig. 2).



EXPIAKATION OF PUTE III

rig. 1. Appearance of all plots covered during a period of actual rainfall.
Alisnimim roofing over wooden frame in foregroimd was used to cover one
of the plots.

Fig. 2. Asphalt felt placed to a depth of one-foot around each 15' x 30» arMi
to prevent lateral moveiaent of laoisture in the soil layer.
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Since lov soli moisture content cannot be obtained by coveriiig alosie it vas

necessary to devise a means of e3da:'acting moisture. Vegetation is about th«

on3y economical and practical means to xise* VTieat and oats vere planted on the

plots where low moisture contents were desired and allowed to grov until the

desired moisture level was reached and tiien sliaved with a flat spade at the

ground surface and removed (Plate IV).

Water was added to the plots requiring hi^ moisture content with pressure

spraying equipa«it» The equipment was driven along each side of the plot wilii

a spray boom of sufficient length to cover one-half of the 15-foot width with

each pass.

Saaiples for determining moisture content and bulk densily were taien just

prior to tillage. Operational variables of depth aid speed were kept constant

at about U inches and 3»2 m.p,h., respectively.

Surface soil sanples were taken for dry and/or wet sieving on three occa-

sions, (1) immediately following the initial tillage operations, (2) after a

period of weathering, and (3) following tiie last tillage operations used in the

study (Fig. 3), Individual saa^jles were taken from a one square meter area

with a flat spade.

The author is cogniaaat of the various opinions concerning the interpreter

tion of results obtained by the wet sieving method of aggregate analysis. Ifery

factors such as soil aaople preparation techniqvies, wetting of soil with or with-

out a vacuum, and sieving time appear to influence oha results. For wind erosion

purposes, Ghepil (2) has found that the percent of aggregates greater than 0.84

HBu and less than .02 mm. in diaaeter are closely related to the erodibilily of

a particular soil by wind. Using this information, separates of this siae only

were made. Since only relative information was desired, the sieving time was de-

creased to 1/10 of that used by Yoder (9), and the sa:i9)les were prewetted under a

vacuum.



EXPLANATION OF PLAIE 17

Oats planted to extract nioisi:aare« Polyethylene is rolled back except
during periods of actual or iu^nding rainfall*
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Fovtr representative clods per plot were selected at random following the

initial tillage and crushed with a one-half inch cantilever beam (Plate II}*

Half of the clods were crushed at the moisture content at tioB of tillage and the

remainder after air drylog* The force necessary to cau.se fracture was measured

with a Brush Electronics strain amplifier and oscillograph.

BESULTS

Before numerical or quantitative results are presented) some general

observations should be made. The soil at the lowest moisture content (8 percent)

»

lAloh le below the peirmenent wilting point for this soil, was extremely hard.

Penetration of the tillage tools was difficult, especially with the oi»-?;a7 disk.

The moldboord plow turned out very large clods with very little pulverization

(Plate V). The subsurface cweep left the surface relatively undisplaced, but

the soil fractured into large clods, probably along lines of cleavage induced

by drying. In relative size the clods farmed at the intermediate moisture con-

tents appeared much smaller.

Initial Tillage

Actual average moisture levels for the foxir replications were 8.1, 11.2,

19.8, 22.0, and 25.2 percent ijith average dry densities of 87.9, 86.5, 88.7, 86.1,

and 86.6 pounds per cubic foot for each level, respectively. Individual plot

minimum and maximum moisture content was 7.3 and 27. 5*

Results of dry sieving are presented in Table 1. Table 2 and 3 summarize

the x^sults of an analysis of variance for moisture, tillage inclement, and the

interaction of these Wo factors. After the initial tillage the variance ratio

was significant at tiie 1 or 0.1 i oi- iont level for moisture and for tillage on all

the dry clod variables and on mechanical stability. This furnishes strong

Ji^l



EXPIAHATIOII OF PLATE V

Exao^le of clod sizes produced by the moldboard plow at the nioisture contents
indicated*
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Table 1. Dry sieving after initial tillace.

Plot# : i

1

9
11
17

k
6

13
20

8

12

lU
18

Ave

5
10
16
19
kf

2

3
7

15
Ave

Plot #

; >«•
: une-Way

; Moisture ; % > 38mm> ; % > .ijljim, : %< .l|2inm. ; j

1
9
XL
17

Ave

1>

6
13
20

A«e

8.38
8JJt
8^5
7.33
8.08

11.66
11.10
U.67
10.35
U.20

19*33
20.06
20.22
19.51
19.78

21.U6
21.61
22. 6U
22.23
21.98

2U.99
23.90
2l4.la

27.U8
25.20

!
f> t

; Moisture •

8.38
8.104

8.15

7.33
8.08

11.66
11.10
11.67
10.35
11.20

71.2

S9>h
61.8
61.2

li8.6

57.8
59.2
6h.h

33.7
Ii6.l4

U9.9
U3.8

li5.U

ia.8
37.P

ltl.5

U3.2
52.1
3U.2
53.9

% > 30iiirsiit

67.1
82.2
82.0

7U.2

70.0

S9.9
7U.3
61.0

93. li

88.2

66.5

90.0

86.8

88.U
87.8
87.6

85.2

83.U
88^
80.6

85.1;

87.3

86.U
81t.6

85.1
91.8
88.2

90.6

U.6
8.U
7.8
6.6

8.3
8.0
8.6
8.8

8.9
10.9
7.U

12,6

9.0

7.3
9Jt
9.6

9.0

6.2

5.U

Sweep
.oUram. : % < .U2mm«

91.8

95.0
93.3
93.5

93.U
85.6
91.3
83.5

3.8
U.8
U.2

U.2
9.9
5.8
11.7

Stability

97.9
96.U
97.6
96.6

97.0
97.8
9lJk
96.8

96.3
?6a
97.0
95.8

96.7

96.5
96.5
96.6

96.2

97.7
96.6
98.0

% Stability"

98.0

98.lt

99.0
98.0

97.6
96.5
97.U
97.1i

(Table 1 continues on next pa^e)
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Table 1, (Continued)

Ploi # 1 ^ :

: Ifoiature :

Sweep
*

% > 3^^wi. : % > .Blimrn. : % < ,U2nira.

9.6

: % Stability

97#28 19.33 62.1 85.6
12 20.06 35.1 66.8 23.0 91.

U

Hi 20.22 101.7 78.0 lit.2 9h*h
18 19.51 3U.2 70.8 20.0 93.1

lv« 19.78

5 21.1i6 hh.l 80.2 13.U 95.7
10 21.61 ii3.U 87.0 7.8 97.1
16 22.6U 30.

U

78.6 IU.2 9it.U
19 22.23 31.3 73.1 17.5 91.8

kre 21.98

2 2li.99 38.8 83.1i 10.2 9U.1
3 23.90 36.2 78.0 lli.O 93.3
7 2J4.ia 38.6 80.9 11.9 96.2

15 27.I18 35.5 76.9 1)1.6 92.9
Ave 25.20

Plot #
: Moisture :

Flow
% > 3drm, : % > .biiram. : % < .U2iiim.

2.U

: ^ Stability

98.81 8.38 83.6 96.1i
9 8.14 88.0 97.1 2,0 99.0

11 8.15 85.6 96.6 2.U 98.9
17 7.33 . 89.8 97.2 1.8 98,9

Ave 8.08

k U.66 77,6 95.2 3.2 98.8
6 11.10 75.0 95.2 3.2 99.3

13 11.67 79.8 96.0 2.6 99.0
20 10.35 85.3 96.^ 2.U 99.0

Ave 11,20

8 19.33 57.U 9U.0 3.5 98.5
12 20.06 3k.h 88,6 5.9 97.8
lU 20.22 51i.il 93.lt U.o 98.6
18 19.51 ii3.6 91.3 5.0 97.6

Ave 19.78

5 21.U6 75.6 96.2 2.2 99.2
10 21.61 I46.8 91 .U U.9 97.6
16 22.6U U3.8 90.0 5.3 97.1
19 22.23 1<2.2 91.2 U.6 97.8

Ave 21.98

2 2U.99 61,0 9U.0 3.1 98.0
3 23.90 5I.U 90.8 U.8 97.1i
7 2U.ia 38.2 92.

u

3.8
• 1 ••+

97.8
15 27.U8 66,0 95.6 2.2 98.6
Ave 25.20

^^
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implement following; the various operations.

Operation :

Variance ratio
Variable : Moisture : Tillage : Tillable x lloisture

56 > 38 mm,

35 > 38 rara.

56 > 38 mm.

Initial tillage
Weathering
Final tillage

26.^3***
2,80
1.1;8

18,12*«#
36.05-JHw

0,6k

2,02

1.05
1.38

% > ,81; ram.

% > ,8li. mm.

% > ,8k mu

Initial tillage
Weathering
Final tilla/^e

12.67*»*
2.00
l.li8

57.l36jHHt

U8.79*»*
0.3U

it.20**

0.95
0,U9

% < ,1^ im.

% < ,U2 mm.

% < ,12 rara.

Initial tillare
Weathering
Final tillage

8.78**
1.81
1,66

61.19***

k9»68***
O.lt?

li,6l»»

0.89

0,53

% Mech. stability
% Mech, stability

% Mech, stability

Initial tillage
Weathering
Finfll tillage

9.32*»
1.08
0.19

33.83***
35.89***
0,08

3.37**
0.89
0.79

% > ,8k mm.
(Wet sieving)

% < .02 mm.
(Wet sieving)

% > ,Sk OTtt.

(Wet sieving)

Initial tiUare

Initial tlllace

Final tillage

2,6U

3.68*

33,08««»

3.55*

2,36

0,95

0.U9

* - Significant at $% level.
** - Significant at 1^ level.

**»• - Significant at 0.U6 level.
All others are nonsignificant.

evidence that both moisture content at time of tillage and tillage implement

have a decided effect on the percent of soil in clods and on the size of clods

fomied.

Contingent i^on the significance of the variance ratio (5 percent or higher),

linear or curvilinear regression procedures were used to derive relationships to

express the clod variables of percent greater than 38 mm., percent greater than

.8U mm., percent less than .U2 mm., and the mechanical stability as a function

of moisture contcrt for the three tillage implements (U). Fig. k reveals that

the noldboard plow formed a higher percentage of large clods throughout the

range of moisture than did either the one-way disk or sweep. ^^ aoisture contents

J
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ONE-'WAY_ Y = 100.6 _ 5.5 X + . 1 3 X*"

SWEEP- Y= 110.4 _4.7X + .072X'

PLOW- Y= 151.9 .. 9.4X + .22X^
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\
\

\
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^ 80 - ^ \ \
>- ^ \ \^
"-^ \ ^\ N.
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\N\V PLOW

ro X. N. ^^-"^^ ^^y^
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- \>.^\ ONE-WA
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--^^ —__-

3 40
O

^'^
..^^^ SWEEP

5«
-

'

20

-

1 1 1 1 1 1

10

PERCENT
15 20

MOISTURE (X)

25 3C

Fig, U' Variation of percent clods > 38 m. with moisture content after initial
tillage. The curves were derived from the relationships established by
the equations*
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1«88 than apptroximately 20 pereentf the swsep ptroduoed a higher percental of

large clods than the one-way, but above thifs looisture level the one-way was

superior. The plow and one-way produced a higher percentage of large clods

with both a decrease and an increase in moisture content from about 21 percent,

i^iile the percentage of large clods produced by the 8M«p continually decreaaed

with increasing moisture content. Table 3 shows that there were no significant

differences among the -tiiree highest moisture levels for the percent clods greater

than 38 nm. in diameter; however, all three implements were significantly

different. None of the curves allow extrapolation outside the range of moisture

uaed in the study.

Fig. 5 shows the percent of material as clods greater than •3;4 m. in

diaaMter as a function of moisture content for the three tillage implements.

Again it should be noted that the moldboard plow yielded more cloddiness over

the entire range of moisture content than did the one-way or sweep* At moisture

oontents above 12 percent the one-way was ev^wrior to the sweep, but below 12

percent the sweep produced more cloddiness* All three implements yielded gi^ater

percentages at high and low moisture content than at intermediate values. Some

JBoisture levels showed no statistical differences in the percentage of clods

greater than this size (Table 3), Again all tillage Is^xLements Mere significantly

different.

Percentages of materials less than 0*42 mm. are given in Fig. 6. The plow

caused less pulverization than the other two implements. The sweep and oii»-«aQr

interchanged again at about 12 percent moisture. All three impleBents showed

greater pulverization at intermediate moisture contents. The differences for

moisture content may not appear too great, but an actual coii5)arison of the

quantity of soil of this size per acre based on a one-half inch depth of soil

is quite large. For exas^xLe, the ewsep produced about 5 percent fine material

1
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Fig, 5. Relationship between soil moisture and percent clods > .34 Mi« follow-
ing the initial tillage operations.
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Pig. 6. Soil moisture versus percent clods < .i»2 mm. after initial tillage.
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at 8 percent moisture and about 13.5 percent at 20 percent moisture. On a wei^t

basis the soil tilled at 20 percent contains about 13 tons per acre laore soil in

this erodible fraction than the sao» soil tilled at 8 percent moisture.

Meehanical stability as determined \fy the amount of fine material abraded

by a second rotary sieving operation was rather high for all implements and

moisture contents. This would be e3Q>ected with a cohesive silty clay loam.

Althou^ the differences were slight, the variance ratio was significant at

the 1 percent level for moisture and 0.1 percent level for tillage. Fig. 7

shows that soil tilled with the moldboard plow had the highest mechanical

stability with the one-way superior to the sweep above 12 percent moisture.

The sweep shows a more decided decrease in mechanical stability with an increase

in moisture content.

Wet sieving data is slaown in Table A» Analysis of variance show no

significant differences for moisture on the percent of aggregates greater than

.84. mm. in diameter, but highly significant differences were obtained for tillage

implements. Averages of the data were 10.4, 7.5 and 18.6 percent for the one-vray,

s\feep, and plow, respectively'. The percentage of soil particles less than .02 mm.

in diameter was significant at the 5 percent level for both tillage implement

and iiioistinre. Hoirever, LSD values in Table 3 furnishes evidence that there are

no differences between iiie one-way and sweep, and also that several moisture

levels were about the same.

Grushing strength-moisture relationships for the clods were derived using

sead-graphical methods of Idpka (5). These equations idth the correspo33ding

curves eoiopRited i^m them for -tiie field moist samples are shown in Fig. 8. The

actual data is foxmd in Table 5. As would be expected, the crushing strength

decreased rapidly with increases in soil moistxire. Clods formed at 8 percent

moisture content were approximately 3 to <4 times stronger than those formed at
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Fig, 7. Soil moisture versiis mechanical stability for the three tillage iii|)l0-

ments after initial tillage.
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Table 5. Crufshinig sia^engtli of field moist clods after Initial tm age.

One-Wav : PIDV
% : Crushing : % : Cxnishing : % : OnTshing

4.17 117.0 4.59 87.0 7.79 105.5
7.32 59.7 3.46 105.5 5.51 124.0
6.32 124.0 6.95 105.5 7.76 U4.5
6.20 124.0 7.05 101.0 6.34 78.0
6.97 78.0 6.27 101.0 7.13 105.5
7.27 103.0 5.86 91.7 6.75 105.5
6,09 101.0 9.93 41.0 7.23 59.7

10.97 39.0 10.46 50.0 7.59 101.0

7.93 57.0 7.31 82.5 IL.4i 64.0
7.46 124.0 7.94 78.0 10.95 62.0
8.43 151.2 8.48 222,3 8.20 82.5
7.32 55.0 8.75 105.5 7.93 85.0

9.53 73.5 7.48 80.0 10.70 82.5

7.39 78.0 8.44 96.0 10.77 62.0
8.13 117.0 18.85 14.5 10.62 53.0
21.87 26.2 19.97 41.5 9.45 71.0
20.61 36.1 17.17 12.8 17.26 23.5
19.42 28.9 20.08 26.7 10.46 46.9
20.06 23.5 18.18 17.3 19.24 20.0
18.31 15.8 16.06 21.8 11.71 55.0
19.67 34.4 17.48 7.4 18.70 21.0
16.47 18.2 17.91 21.8 17.47 34.4
16.63 26.2 21.47 23.9 17.58 41.5
22.54 18.2 20.47 33.4 16.06 26.2
21.54 39.8 12.08 25.3 19.93 30.8
18.99 32.5 17.81 28.9 20.16 26.2
18.01 22.7 20.27 18.2 19.12 20.0
13.02 69.0 20.06 18.2 20.55 27.1

^ 20.06 25.3 19.96 26.2 20.54 U.5
18.41 16.4 19,33 U.5 19.25 15.5
21.90 23.5 22.21 21.8 21.38 8.3
21.36 32.5 24,37 20.9 20.13 U.5
17.03 28.0 18.40 18.2 18.87 20.9
17.91 32.5 20,68 30.8 17.58 24.5
21.79 38.9 21.25 12.8 24.20 13.7
21.07 23.5 21.56 7.4 22.42 23.5
20.8C 37.9 18.64 32.5 21.94 15.5
18.59 28.9 19.61 34.4 18.61 23.5

1
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25 percent. This is, of course, a xjebulous strength and laot an intrinsic pro-

perty of the soil, and varies with density, moisture content, and degree of

consolidation. It does help explain why tillage breaks out large clods at low

moisture contents in cohesi'VB soils. Since the loechanical strength increases

with drying, "plow-plant," operations may cause pulverization of the soil>

©specially if perforned at luoisture contents that form weak, fragile clods*

The crushing strength of air-dry clods was found not to be consistent. For

•xanple, soil tilled at the three higher levels showed a decisive increase in

clod strength upon drying, while the soil tilled at the tvo lower moisture contents

showed a general decrease in carushing strength when air-dried (Fig, 9)» This

could be ejqplained in terms of conprossibility, shear, cohesion, and coherence.

The tillage tools at the higher moisture contents caused some cosfiression of the

soil and upon drying decreased in volume, forming a haixl coherent mass that was

vary resistant to fractvcre by the resultant forces of compression and shear when

the cantilever beam was applied. Because of the type of tillage action t^is

should be especially trva for the plow and one-way. Fig. 9 tends to substantiate

this hypothesis. The implements at the lower moisture content did not compress

the soil to any ^preciable degree and therefore did not result in a change in

true cohesion (coherence)* This vavM mean that the primary factor affecting

a change in the resistance of the clods to cznishing xrould be the forces of

apparent cohesion, i.e., those forces due to number and thickness of water films

in the soil* As the soil dried the s^arent cohesion would decrease and thereby

decrease the force necessary to cause fracture

<

After Weathering

The effect of natural forces of weathering was evaltated ^>proximately one

aonth after the initial tillage (Fig. 3)* The short period was considered
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sufficient due to the excessive precipitation occurring during the period (Fig,

3). NonnaUy it would have tataen about three months to yield the ar-ount of

Boisture received.

Dry sieving results after weathering are shown in Table 6. Analysis of

variance of the data revealed that the variance ratio was not significant for

Boisture (Table 2)» This neans that influence of oioisture on the original clods

formed had largely disappeared during Hxe period of weathering. The variance

ratio was still highly significant for tillage isqpleiaent (Table 2). Since

moisture was not significant, bar graphs shown in Fig, 10 were made by averaging

all the moisture data. The mDldboard plow maintained the position it held after

the initial tillage, i.e., more clods greater than 3B mm. and greater than .B4

m. and fewer clods less than 0,42 mm. than the one-nray or sweep. Except below

or above certain moisture contents, the one^vay had formed more large olods,

f«v«r fine, and niore greater than .84 am, than did the sweep. Following the

period of weathering the sweep on the avarage was 8\jp&ri.or to the one-way.

However, the numerical differences were smaller.

Perhaps of equal ioqjortance is the rate of breakdown. For exau^le, the

plow on the average had three titoes more fine soil particles (less than .42 mm.)

after the period of weathering when con^tared to the amount after initial tillage,

vdiile the one-way and sweep had 1.8 and 1.1 times more, respectively. This

could readily be eaqplained on the basis of tillage action. The moldboard plow

causes an inversion of tiie soil surface layer, the one-way some inversion and

mixing, while the sweep leaves the surface relatively undisturbed. Apparently

the soil exposed by the plow brolce down faster than that exposed by the other

t%ro implements*
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Table 6,. Dry sieving after natural ifeathering.

Plot '

i •'

1

Original • One-Wj^
: t ^qftmm- * % ^ iSvi™- ' " fftf^^H,!?-^

8.38 26.3 79.8 12.6 90.0

9 8.U 23.4 76.5 15.4 88.2

11 8*15 43.6 80.6 13.4 92.8

17 7.33 31.5 78.6 U.2 90.2
Ave. 8,08 31.2 78.9 13.9 90.3

A. 11.66 18.6 83.3 10.8 92..

6 11.10 26.0 80.5 12.6 92.1

13 11.67 43.0 79.7 13.7 91.9
20 10.35 25.8 79.9 20.3 89^5

Ave* 11.20 28.4 78,6 U.4 91.4

8 19.33 45.4 83.4 11.2 93.5
12 20.06 9.2 66.9 22.2 86.7

U 20.22 25a 74.5 16.8 89.4
18 19.51 17.2 76.9 15.5 92.1

ATtt. 19.78 24.2 75.4 16.4 90.4

5 21.46 28.3 79.7 13.1 93.0
10 21*61 29.3 84.0 10.2 92.9
16 22.64 23.5 80.3 13*2 91.1

19 22.23 21.6 73.3 17.8 90.4
Ave* 21.98 25.7 79.3 13.6 91*8

2 24»99 27.7 78.6 u.i 91*8

3 23*90 28.7 84.2 9.6 94.5
7 24.41 28.9 80*6 12.7 92.5

15 27.48 34.6 80.0 13.7 91.8
Ave* 25.20 30.0 80.8 12*5 92*6

Plot : Original •
• Sw^ei)

: ^ >^ianm. % Stability

1 8.38 30.0 81,2 12.1 92.2
9 8.44 43.8 84.9 10.3 94*2
n 8.15 50.2 84.6 10.8 92.8
17 7.33 44.8 85.8 9.6 93*5

Ara* 8.08 42.2 84.1 10.7 93*2

4 11.66 44.4 89.1 6.8 94*8
6 11.10 22.3 83a 10.3 92.5

13 11.67 29.1 81.7 11.8 93*2
20 10.35 22.8 75.7 16*7 89.4

Ave. 11.20 29*6 82*6 11.4 92.5

8 19.33 28.2 75.3 16.3 90.7
12 20.06 38.1 77.7 14.8

12.4
91*0 <.>s«a«

U 20.22 57.1 81.7 92^7 HH
18 19.51 30.1 77.5 14.8 91.1 ^m

Ave* 19.78 30.9 Va.2 14.6 91.4 1
(Table 6 contii*is^ on neact page)

- VJi^J^H
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Table 6 (Concluded)

Plot

J,,..

5

J Original :^
1 % moisture ?

Suaen
« > qftinm. r i stability

21*46 33*9 80*5 12.4 93*9

10 21.61 20*0 79.8 12.5 91.7

16 22.64 17*5 78.3 14.4 92.1

19 22.23 11.9 74.4 17.1 89.3

Ave. 21.93 20.8 78.3 u.i 91.8

2 24.99 29.7 82.3 11*5 92.2

3 23.90 33.0 82.5 U.1 93.0

7 24.a 34*3 83.5 10*6 94*0

15 27.48 32*0 82.8 11.5 91.5

At*. 25.20 32*2 82.8 11.2 92.7

Plot

1

: Oi-iginal :
,

: % iooistuz^ :

?laij

: % > .B/Lm*

7.7 94*38,38 51.8 87.7

9 8.44 62*8 95.8 4*8 96*3

U 8.15 a*9 89.6 6*6 95.8

17 7.33 57*1 89.8 6.5 94.8

Ave* 8.08 58*4 90.7 6*4 95*3

4 11.66 68*4 92,3 4.8 96,9

6 11.10 67.8 93.2 4.4 97.9

13 11.67 49*3 87,4 7.8 95.1

20 10.35 a*2 8h.8 9.6 94.3.

Ave* 11.20 56.7 89.U 6*6 96.0

8 19.33 48*8 69.6 6.6 96.5

12 20.06 58,5 89*6 6.8 95*9

U 20.22 38*3 80.1 13.3 91.7

18 19.51 40.0 88.5 7.1 93.7

Ave* 19.78 46.4 87.0 8.4 94.4

5 21.46 57.2 87.2 8*6 96,7

10 21.61 38.0 85.7 9*0 93.9

16 22.64 45*3 87.1 8.3 95.2

19 22.23 35.8 86.7 8*0 94.0
Ave. 21.98 4t.l 86.7 8.5 95*0

2 24*99 45*4 88.4 7.2 95*5

3 23.90 28*8 85.5 9a 93.3

7 24*41 37.7 86,6 8.8 95.3
15 27.48 58.8 89.1 6.9 96.1

Ave. 25.20 42.7 87.4 8.0 95.0
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Final Tillace

At the tiioe of the last san^jling, the plots had been tandem disked three

times, rotary hoed twice, and had received 25.94- inches of rainfall (Fig. 3)»

Normally it would have taken approximately 10^ months to receive this amount,

and in drier areas it could liave taken almost 2 years* Dry sieving results

are shown in Table 7. The variance ratio confuted from an analysis of the

data showed no significant difference for moisture or tillage In^iUoBnt (Table

2). Therefore, the aeasurable effect of the initial tillage disappeared after

further tillage operations and %;eathering.

The wet sieving analysis showed that tlie differences due to tillage imple-

nent had disappeared after tiie subsequent tillage operations.

DISCUSSION

The study presents the differences in clod size distribution produced by-

three comnon type tillage tools and differences due to soil moisture at time of

tillage. Also the effect of natural weathering and subsequent tillage opera-

tions are evaluated. No effort was made to study the e..^ cts of gjeed and

depth of operation*

Without reference to laoisture ihe results obtained for tillage in?)lements

agree quite well with those obtained by otiier workers*

Woodruff and Ghepil (8) reported that the one-w£or disk on a silt lo«a

produced about 5 percent more clods greater than 19*2 mm. and greater iiian .84

pyti, than the subsurface sweep* Also that the mechanical stability was about

10-12 percent higher on one-T«y tillage*
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Table 7., Diy sieving after final tillage.

Plot :

# f

X

Original
% mnifitairp

•
t One-Wav
. « > •^ftmm. .-.., % StabililiY,-

8.38 8.2 76.0 15.0 96.0

9 8.U 2.8 71.4 17.5 95.2

11 8,15 6.0 76.0 13.4 96.1

17 7.33 5.2 79.0 11.2 96.2

Ato« 8.08 5.6 75.6 U.3 95.9

4 11.66 5.6 79.6 12.5 96.4

6 11.10 4.6 79.6 11.2 96.4

13 11.67 13.2 82.1 9.1 97.2

20 10.35 12.1 77.7 12.6 96.2

Ay«* 11.20 8.9 79.8 11.4 96.6

8 19.33 8.2 73.6 16.4 95.0

12 20.06 7.0 74.0 15.9 95*4

U 20.22 2.0 70.2 17*4 94*2

18 19.51 3*0 76.0 14*0 95*4

Ato. 19.78 5.1 73.4 16.0 95*0

5 21.46 3.7 76.5 13*0 96.0

10 21.61 8.8 76,2 U*5 95*1

16 22.64 2.8 77.8 13.1 96*1

19 22.23 4.3 79.6 11.9 97*0

Ave* 21*98 4*9 77*6 13*1 96.1

2 24*99 5*6 76.2 16.0 95.8

3 23.90 8*0 77.4 13.8 95*8

7 24.41 6.4 80.0 12.4 96*4

15 27.48 1.5 76.3 14*6 95.7

Ave* 25.20 5.4 77*5 u.z 95.9

Plot z Original : Sy^ep

: % > 3Sim.» : % StAbiliter

1 8.38 1*7 69.4 18*9 96.0

9 8.44 5.1 85.9 6.9 96*9

U 8.15 1.2 75*4 13 v4 95.0

17 7.33 3*0 79.4 11*3 96,2

Ave* 8.08 2.8 77.6 12.6 96.0

4 11.66 8.0 a.8 9.9 97.0
6 11.10 9.2 80.9 11.4 96.2

13 11.67 2.5 75*4 13*7 96.2
20 10.35 2.0 76.6 U*4 94.2

Ave* 11.20 5*4 78.7 12.4 95*9

(Table 7 continue on next page)

^
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Table 7 (Concluded)

Plot Original
% isoisture

Sweep

i > 3Bsm, % Stability

8 11.20 6.2 73.6 16.0 96.0

12 19.33 3.8 74.4 15.6 96.0

U 20.06 12.4 76.8 14.8 95.8
18 20.22 12.0 79.4 U.8 96.8

Ave* 19.51 a.6 76.1 U.6 96.2

5 21.A6 8.2 78.0 13.3 96.5

10 21.61 6.7 82.1 9.8 96.7

16 22.64 9.0 76.8 13.6 96.6

19 22.23 4.8 66.4 22.0 89.0

Ave. 21.98 7.2 75.8 14.7 94.7

2 24.99 6.3 74.4 17.0 95.8

3 23.90 11.2 80.8 12.3 96.0

7 24.41 9.1 82.0 10.2 95.8

15 27.48 11.0 77.2 U.6 96.6

Ave. 25.20 9.4 78.6 13.5 96.1

Plot :

§ i

Original :_

% aoistiire :

Plow
% > -^^jfn- i ^ > t$Lim, i

I 8.38 13.2 79.0 13.2 96.4

9 8.44 15.4 86.7 7.2 97.8

n 8.15 2.6 68.4 19.2 94.2
17 7.33 5.2 72.4 16.1 94.4

Ave. 8.08 9.1 76,6 13.9 95.7

4 U.66 7.7 78.0 13.4 95.5

.6 11.10 10.6 77.7 13.5 96.0

13 11.67 6.2 75.8 U.3 96.0
20 10.35 4.2 75.2 14.6 95.7

Ave. 11.20 7.2 76.7 14.0 95.8

8 19.33 5.6 66.8 21.3 95.2

12 20.06 9.6 76.i^ 14.4 97.4

U 20.22 7.7 75.2 15.2 94.8
18 19.51 5.2 76.0 14.6 97.4

Av«. 19.78 7.0 73.6 16.3 96,2

5 21.46 6.0 76.0 13.7 95.4
10 21.61 3.4 a.9 10.2 96.9
16 22.64 7.1 76.8 13.6 96,6
19 22.23 3.6 77.6 12.8 95.6

Ave* 21.98 5.0 78.6 12.6 96.1

2 24.99 8.8 76.8 15.0 95.6

?
23.90 4.0

16.3
72.8 17.2 94.6

96.924.a 81.0 11.5
15 27.48 3.8 73.6 16.6 96.0

^'**
..,

25.20 8.2 76.1 15.1 95.8
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In Idaho, Siddoway^ foimd that the sweep piilverized the soil about 17 per-

cent more than the plow and 7 percent mare than the one-way, but contrary to the

results of this study more large clods (greater than 19.2 am.) were formed by

the sweep than the one-way or plow.

Woodruff^ et.al. found on a silt loaa tixat one-way tilled soil contained

about 16 percent more clods greater than .34. am. and about 17 percent less fine

particles than soil tilled with the 8-foot V-type sweep.

It appears from this study and other investigations that the subsurface

•weep definitely pulverizes the soil more than the one-way disk and moldboard

plow. However, this relationsliip may not hold if the soil is extremely dry at

time of tillage.

CONCLUSIONS

Before arriving at any conclusion it might be s^propriate to mention sone

of the limitations of the study. The results are based on one soil texture, a

silby clay loau. Differences exhibited should be less distinct for coarser tex-

tured soils and more distinct for finer textured ones. No tillage iij^jlement can

be designated as si:?>erior in relation to wind erosion control based on this study

alone* Other important factors such sis residxie reduction, weed control, etc.

would have to be considered. With these liiiitations in mind the following con-

clusions may be enumerated.

Soil Moisture

1. Soil moisture at tloie of tillage has a definite effect on the size

~l- • H. Siw4uoway, Amuial Essearch Report. Western Section, Soil and Water
Cons. Res. Br., Agr. Res. Sor., U. S. Dept. Agr. Cooperative wiili Tetonia Branch
Agr. Esq:* Sta., Univ. Idaho, 1956. (Unpublished)

Woodruff et.al., "Residua Reduction by Various Types of Tillage Machinery-,"
Wind Erosion Laboratory, Manhattan, Kansas, 1959. (Unpublished)
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dis-tribution of clods pi^uced. More erodlble particles, fewer large

clods, and lower nechanlcal stabilitiy were found at interoediate soil

moisture levels (15: to 23 percent) for the soil used in the study.

This is the range of raolsture at vdiich tillage is usually performed,

2. Soil moisture apparently has no measurable effect on the percentage

of soil particles greater than ,84 mm. in diameter as determined ly

vet sieving,

3, The differences in clod size distribution due to moisture tend to be

lost rather rapidly, especially under excessive rainfall conditions.

Tillage Trnplemsnt

1. Type of tillage in^xLement has a decided influence on the size and

stability of the clods formed, and the differences are harder to

overcome than tiiose due to moisture content,

2. The moldboard plow produced nore large clods, less fine particles,

and ffiore clods greater than ,84. am, with higher mechanical stability

than the one-way disk or subsurface sweep,

3. Above certain moisture contents (12 or 20 percent for the soil used)

the one-way disk yielded more clods greater than 38 una., greater than

,84 mm., and fewer clods less than .42 nm, with higher mechanical

stability tiian the sweep; however, below tiiese moisture levels the

positions of the tv?o implements are reversed.

4. The rate of breakdown after initial tillage was more rapid for the plow.

5. The order of tillage inipleiaents in relation to the percent of soil

particle n greater than .84 an. as determined by wet sieving \ms plow,

one-way, and sweep.

6. Other tillage operations and Tjeathering obliterates differences occurring

after initial tillage.
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Clod Strength

1, Clods formed at lot; moisture content have three to four time more

resistance to carushing "Uian those foriaed at higher moisture levels

(greater than 16 percent).

2. Resistance to crushing may decrease with drying if the soil is tilled

at low moisture, otherwise it increases rather strongly.

G«iiaral

The clods at anytime on a particular soil are associated with the moisture

content at time of tillage and tillage in^slemant used in the last tillage

operation.
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The objectives of this stadj were: (l) to determine the effect of soil

moisture at time of tillage on the percentage of soil in clods and the size

distribution, (2) to evaluate the structural conditions produced by various

tillage equipment operating at the aaiBe speed, depth, and moisture content,

(3) to determine the infltience of natural weathering and subseqxisnt tillage on

the clods formed by the initial tillage operations, and U) to aaasure the

crushing resistance of field moist and air dry clods.

The e^)eriioBnt involved field plots statistically designed as a splits

plot randomized complete block. Main plots were five moisture levels ranging

from 8 to 25 percent and replicated four times on a silly day loam. Subplots

inclTided three tillage treatiaents using three different iB5)lements. They were

a standard 5-foot one-way disk, a 5-foot V-lype subsurfaco sweep, and a 14-inch

two-bottom moldboard plow.

Moisture control was obtained principally by plot covering, by water

application, and by extracting excess moisture with vegetation.

Surface soil samples from a one sqiiare meter area were taken for dry BXtA/ar

wet sieving on three occasions, (l) immediately follcrwing the initial tillage

operations, (2) after a period of weathering, and (3) following the last tillage

operations with a tandem disk and rotary hoe used in the study. A total of 240

clods were selected at random after the initial tillage and fractured with a

one-half inch cantilever beam while field moist and air dry.

Contingent on the significance of the variance ratio 5, linear or curvilinear

regression procedures were used to derive relationships to eaqpress the clod

variables of percent greater than 38 nmu, percent greater than .84 nnu, percent

less than .42 mm., and mechanical stability as a function of moisture content for

the three tillage tn?)lements. The variance ratio was highly significant for

both iBDisture and tillage implement on all the clod separates and mechanical



stability following the initial tillage. After a period of weathering in vrtiich

12.73 inches of rainfall occurred, there vas no significant difference for

oisture on any of the clod variables or mechanical stability. HoMver, the

varianoe i^tlo va.a still highly significant for tillage lTif>len»nt. After furthetr

tillage operations there was no significant difference for moisture or tillage.

The plow formed a larger percentage of big clods and less fine oaterial than

either the one-way or sweep. Not only was this true after the lnit.^j^1 tillage,

but also remained true following the period of weathering. The Mune was true

for mechanical stability. The one-way and sweep reversed relative positions

after the period of weathering. The one-way had been adjacent to the plow follow-

ing the initial tillage, but was replaced by the sweep after weathering.

A wet sieve analysis shoi-ied that the percent of soil particles less than

.02 mm. in diameter was significantly lower for the plow than the other two

in^xLements. Moisture v&s significant at the 5 percent level. The soil tilled

at the highest level (25.2 percent) contained more water stable particles less

than .02 mm. Percentage of aggregates greater than .S4 mm. was not significant

for moisture but was highly significant for tillage L^Iement. Average percent-

ages were 18.7, lO.iV, and 7.5 for the plow, one-way, and sweep, respectively.

Crushing strength was approximately tdtree to four times greater for clods

formed at low moisture content than those formed at higher levels. The crushing

strength of air-dry clods was not consistant. For exaiaple, the soil tilled at

the three higher levels showed a decisive increase in clod strength with drying,

while the soil tilled at the two lower moisture contents showed a general decrease

in resistance to crushing.

From this study it appears that the clods at any tine on a particular soil

are associated with the moislajre content at tiiae of tillage and tillage iiqjlament

oised in the last tillage operation.


